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Abstract

Measuring or evaluating performance of a Cloud service is a non-trivial and highly ambiguous task. We
focus on Cloud-service latency from the user’s point of view, and, to this end, utilize the multidimensional
latency measurements obtained using an in-house designed active-probing platform, CLAudit, deployed
across PlanetLab and Microsoft Azure datacenters. The multiple geographic Vantage Points, multiple
protocol layers and multiple datacenter locations of CLAudit measurements allow us to pinpoint with great
precision if, where and what kind of a particular latency-generating event has happened. We analyze
and interpret measurements over two one-month time-intervals, one in 2013 and one in 2016. As these
traces are large, an automated interpretation has been appended to the data-capture process. In summary,
we demonstrate the utility of the multidimensional approach and document the differences in the measured
Cloud-services latency over time. Our measurements data is publicly available and we encourage the research
community to use it for verification and further studies.
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1. Introduction

The increasing reliance on Cloud Computing
within the field of information and communication
technologies, together with the lack of technical
information disclosed, poses serious challenges to5

Cloud tenants and end-users, left on their own to
monitor what they pay for. One-dimensional mon-
itoring approach, i.e. deploying a single Vantage
Point talking to an arbitrary Cloud target via a sin-
gle protocol, only provides limited insights. For ex-10

ample, one might not be able to discover the cause
of a network failure or identify path segments im-
pacting the Cloud-service performance. These is-
sues are amplified by the ever-increasing Internet
path diversity, by the complexity of traffic patterns15

and by the number of devices involved.

In our work we focus on multidimensional moni-
toring of Cloud-service latency. We choose latency
because of its direct impact on overall performance,
and, consequently, on the end-user experience. La-20

tency is difficult to model, predict or control, but
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measuring latency may provide a lot of useful in-
formation. Latency data can be relatively easily
derived from communication flows. Methods of
capture, analysis and interpretation of such mea-25

surements, such as the one presented in this paper,
ought to be then especially useful to Cloud tenants,
who may thus be able to overturn the aforemen-
tioned information deficit, even without any privi-
leged access to the Cloud infrustructure.30

The problem we thus address is rigorous moni-
toring and advantageous interpretation of Cloud-
Service latency behavior. We build on our two
previous works that focused on architecting a
multidimensional Cloud Latency Auditing platform35

(CLAudit) [1], used to identify issues like Data Cen-
ter (DC) failures or routing pathologies. Detection
of such anomalous events is automated by inter-
relating the measurements time-series across differ-
ent dimensions [2].40

In this paper, we present new insights derived
from two comparable blocks of CLAudit measure-
ments obtained in 2013 and 2016, when deployed
across the PlanetLab [3] network and Microsoft
Azure [4] DCs. We also extend the data post-45

processing pipeline with automated interpretation
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using an Interpretation tree, Impact Tree and an
Interpretation Database. The resultant two-stage
post-processing was ran offline on the comparable
2013 and 2016 data subsets and we present interpre-50

tation results together with what these have evolved
into.

The main contributions of this work are:

• A comprehensive set of publicly available la-
tency measurements of Cloud Services within55

multiple DCs, captured at multiple protocol
layers, across a set of global Vantage Points;

• A detailed analysis of the collected measure-
ments, including a comparison of the Cloud-
service quality between the two periods;60

• Interpretation of the detected suspicious events
within the said time series, including break-
down of the events’ likely root causes.

The presented insights into Vantage-Point to
Data-Center latency are, to some extent, explain-65

able by the already well investigated Internet ser-
vice latency. Our work adds on top a study of im-
pact caused by technologies specific to public Cloud
Computing, such as by DC middleware (which ter-
minates different protocol layers at different lo-70

cations) or by data storage in remote databases.
The measurements and interpretation show im-
provements in most aspects of the Cloud-Service
experience over time. The impact of infrastruc-
ture improvements on the side of the Cloud Service75

Provider (CSP) is clearly observable, most notably
in the improved performance of its core backend
networking (reduced rate of incidents from 2.7%
to 0.1%), and in the general reduction of the DC-
centered (“global-impact”) events–incidents.80

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
§ 2 presents the related work. We then describe
the multidimensional monitoring architecture and
setup in § 3, followed by insights derived from the
collected measurements in § 4. Measurements post-85

processing pipeline is described in § 5 and the inter-
pretation of results in § 6. We conclude the work
by summarizing implications and suggesting ways
to continue in § 7.

2. Related work90

2.1. Network latency foundation
Network latency may be understood as a sum

of delays along the communication path. The ma-
jority of the past latency-studying and tackling ef-
forts has come from the Internet traffic-engineering95

domain, striving to ensure sufficient traffic QoS
(Quality-of-Service). Results exist in the form of
theoretical concepts, industrial solutions, RFCs and
standards. A theoretical foundation of latency engi-
neering was given by Queuing theory [5, 6] and Net-100

work calculus [7, 8]. Specific solutions such as guar-
anteed service networks or end-to-end jitter bounds
were discussed in [9, 10] and [11]. Because of their
specificity and limited applicability to today’s com-
puter netwoks, overprovisioning [12] remains the105

most popular way of achieving QoS.
Many negative latency-related observations have

been published, e.g. that significant portion of In-
ternet traffic suffers from routing pathologies or
that variations in end-to-end latency indicate long110

congestion periods [13–15]. More bad news in-
clude latency unpredictability [16, 17] and the deep-
seated tail latency phenomenon [18–21].

2.2. Cloud network latency

Latency is of the utmost importance to the115

Cloud, but the complexity and diversity of this en-
vironment prevent the conventional Internet mea-
surement techniques to be easily adjusted to fit
Cloud Computing needs. The problem partly being
the scale, because the larger the scale the greater120

the impact of latency variability and the need for
reliably low latency [22, 23]. The ever-increasing
interdependence of traffic patterns; context depen-
dency and various stochastic factors render the task
of capturing latency analytically intractable [24].125

There was some success in approximating latency
of specific environments (Cloudlet-to-Cloud and
cellular-to-Cloud latency can be approximated by
Rayleigh distribution [25]), but Cloud Computing
service latency both inside and outside the DC lacks130

a good fit so far.
Miscellaneous Cloud measurements and analyses

were conducted [26], often on platforms and tools
designed in academia (like Fathom [27] or Flow-
ping [28], often using PlanetLab [29]). Deriving135

traffic characteristics of flows inside a DC was the
focus of [30] or [31]. Specific measurements concern-
ing Cloud performance include [24] and [32]. End-
user-perceived Cloud-application performance mea-
surements were discussed for example in [33–37].140

General network delay tomography and specific
blackbox latency predictions are the topic of [38]
and [39, 40], respectively. Observations from multi-
ple Vantage Points have been used previously [41–
43], but these do not measure back-end or latency145

at multiple protocol layers. Active probing of Cloud
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resources [44] confirms need for sophisticated mea-
surement, but is availability-oriented and does not
document trends.

Commercial and research testbed latency-150

tackling implementations focus on reducing latency
in a certain part of the Cloud. WAN acceleration
heuristics [45] or careful path selection algorithms
represent WAN-centric optimization. Both indus-
try and academia have independently converged155

towards moving the Cloud closer to the end-user
and offloading strategic responsibilities from remote
DCs. Concepts such as Femto cells, Cloudlets or
Fog Computing are starting to be successfully de-
ployed, in mobile clouds foremost [46, 47]. In-160

novations inside the DC include data path man-
agement [48–50], transport optimization, adjusting
TCP behavior within the DC network or propos-
ing entire new protocols (DCTCP [51], D3 [52],
D2TCP [53], PDQ [54], pFabric [55] and delay-165

based TCP [56]).

2.3. Suspicious event detection

Anomaly detection is a well-known concept in
telecommunications and networking. Previous
Cloud and network studies focused on passive moni-170

toring of: volumes of transferred data [57], CDN de-
ployed on PlanetLab - PlanetSeer [58], or on active
monitoring of ICMP and HTTP service availabil-
ity [44]. Their common goal was to measure and ag-
gregate suspicious events and anomalous behavior,175

whereas we focus on a framework for distinguishing
suspicious events based on their geographic location
and affected OSI layer.

Techniques were proposed for anomaly detection
using a traffic-flow pattern analysis [59–61]. We180

focus on the user perspective specifically, studying
Cloud latency measurements at multiple OSI layers
and across multiple geo-dispersed Vantage Points.
Cloud monitoring survey [62] summarizes the state
of the art solutions in the field of Cloud monitor-185

ing, but only a little attention is given to detection
of suspicious events in latency measurements. La-
tency as a metric is used for performance evaluation
[63, 64] and benchmarking [65], but not for suspi-
cious event detection. Time-series studies [66–68]190

focused on similarity search using wavelets and sta-
tistical methods. In contrast, as we lack the defini-
tion of “normal” Cloud behavior, we are searching
for deviations from its empirically derived parame-
ter values.195

Compared to the commercialy-provided global
monitoring software (like Renesys [69] or Thou-

sandEyes [70]) we use advanced metrics, leverage
co-incidences across all dimensions of measurement
time series and provide automated interpretation200

of events, offloading much investigation from the
end user. Furthermore, in contrast with commer-
cial software, our measurements are publicly avail-
able to the research community for verification and
further studies.205

3. CLAudit measurement platform

CLAudit alias Cloud Latency Auditing Platform
is a system for collecting and evaluating multi-
dimensional measurements. By measurements we
mean RTTs of individual protocol exchanges, pro-210

cessing times and overall latency, as shown on web-
page retrieval processes in Fig. 1. By multidi-
mensional we mean measurements capable of be-
ing looked at from point of view of Vantage Points,
Data Centers and/or protocol layers (see examples215

in Figs. 3 and 4). This section provides a brief
overview of CLAudit components and deployment
together with examples of data it collects. For a
detailed description, see [1].

3.1. Components220

Vantage Points. Remotely-controlled VPs em-
ulate real client appliances for interacting with
Cloud-hosted applications and services. They col-
lect, at various protocol layers, latency measure-
ments of what end users perceive when utilizing225

Cloud. VPs are geographically dispersed to ob-
tain end-user perspectives from around the globe.
To maintain comparability, VPs are homogeneous
in terms of OS and software (i686 Fedora Core 8
PlanetLab hosts). For the sake of redundancy and230

validation, VPs are deployed in triplets in every re-
gion (two VPs in a single campus and the third,
backup VP in different campus nearby).

Cloud front-end. Servers that serve client re-
quests (in our context respond to VP requests).235

Front-ends are geographically dispersed across Mi-
crosoft DCs, emulating a globally-distributed Cloud
application. They are implemented as Azure PaaS
Web Apps inside Free Tier (a single shared instance
without backup per DC). The application container240

combines static and dynamic webpages.
Cloud back-end. Servers that provide data when

front-end servers need them to compose the client
response (e.g. dynamic webpage in our context).
The back-end is, by definition, not involved in every245
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Figure 1: Static and dynamic webpage retrieves with time intervals included in discussed datasets denoted.

interaction, although Cloud applications often con-
sist of both the front-end and the back-end. In our
setup, several back-ends are co-located with front-
ends within a single DC, whereas other back-ends
reside in DCs elsewhere. That is to take into ac-250

count scenarios like remote storage, georedundancy,
etc. Each back-end server hosts an Azure SQL
database inside Standard Tier at S1 performance
level, allowing for 90 concurrent requests.

Monitor. Monitor is a single central entity, that255

gathers data from all VPs; instructs and adjusts
measurement; publishes, archives and analyzes the
past and near-real-time data. Monitor is hosted on

Figure 2: CLAudit deployment subset. Part of the CLAudit
infrastructure used for year-to-year comparisons. VPs are
represented by laptops, front-end servers by globe icons and
back-end servers by cylinder icons. Continuous and dashed
curves depict VP to front-end and front-end to back-end
measurements, respectively.

a high-end server on premises of the Czech Techni-
cal University in Prague.260

The CLAudit deployment subset used for year-
to-year comparisons is depicted in Fig. 2 and enu-
merated in Tab. 1.

3.2. Measurement setup

The request-response nature of many existing265

protocols allows for measuring RTTs and deriv-
ing latency. That is just what CLAudit does - in
a continuous, simultaneous, large-scale distributed
manner. Several measurement types, described in
Tab. 2, are used for active probing between every270

Component Location

Vantage Points (Primary)
Melbourne, Belo Horizonte,
Prague, Osaka/Hiroshima,

Seattle/Atlanta

Vantage Points (Secondary)
Melbourne, Belo Horizonte,
Prague, Osaka/Hiroshima,

Seattle/Atlanta

Vantage Points (Backup)
Durham, São Paulo, Brno,

Nagoya and Auckland
Front-ends California, Dublin
Back-ends California, Dublin, Singapore
Monitor Prague

Table 1: CLAudit deployment subset. Part of the CLAudit
infrastructure used for year-to-year comparisons. Note that
US and Japan VPs were relocated.
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measurement
type

description
back-end
involved

tcp2ws
Time elapsed between VP’s TCP SYN sent and

TCP SYN ACK from web server received
no

tracert

Time elapsed between VP’s ICMP Echo Request sent and
ICMP Time Exceeded from farthest reachable network hop received.

In 2013, ICMP Time Exceeded from a host containing
IATA-like airport code of target DC location was used instead

no

tcp2db
Time elapsed between front-end web server’s TCP SYN sent and

TCP SYN ACK from back-end database server received
yes

http2ws
Time elapsed between VP’s HTTP request sent and static web

HTTP response from front-end web server received
no

overall(db)
Time elapsed between VP’s TCP SYN sent and HTTP response from
front-end web server incorporating back-end database data received

yes

overall(null)
Time elapsed between VP’s TCP SYN sent and HTTP response

from front-end web server received
no

Table 2: Measurement types included in discussed datasets.

(VP, front-end) and (front-end, back-end) pairs.
There is neither a front-end, nor a back-end selec-
tion algorithm, as all the pairwise combinations are
measured. We thus get an idea of Internet, intra-
DC and inter-DC latencies.275

A measurement iteration of a single VP consists
of a batch of 5 requests of every type and up to 5
respective responses received, repeating every 3 or
4 minutes1. We do not intend to conduct a stress
test - neither PlanetLab’s, nor Azure’s acceptable280

user policy is thus violated. Partly because there
are just a few packets generated and partly because
these are spread over time due to unequal distances
between VPs and DCs. Monetary cost of the ex-
periment remains thus low.285

RTTs are measured in milliseconds, rounded
down to nearest integer. All measurement types
have a reasonable 5 seconds timeout set, effectively
treating timeouts and failures to respond the same
way. Out of the 5 RTTs, only minimum and median290

values are stored while dropping the rest - we thus
record 2 random variables. Such a measurement
setup allows to reveal behavioral patterns lasting
in order of tens of minutes. Shorter events cannot
effectively be distinguished.295

The overall type measures the end-to-end la-
tency that drives the user experience. The over-
all RTT could have been approximated by a sum
of particular RTTs and a little processing delay on
servers. The motivation behind overall is to val-300

idate the measurements via an independent mea-
surement done using different software utilities and
to trigger the interpretation.

13 minutes in 2013-2015 and 4 minutes from 2016 on

3.3. Datasets

Since 2013 the platform has been collecting data -305

several hundreds of samples per (measurement type,
VP, front-end, back-end) tuple. For documenting
the possible trends we use two datasets, whose time-
frames range from May 10th 2013 to June 4th 2013
and from January 10th 2016 to February 4th 2016.310

The main reason is the relatively good stability of
PlanetLab nodes during that time. Out of the (pri-
mary, secondary) VP pairs, only the Australian
one experienced outage from 12th to 13th of May
2013, rendering a piece of data irrecoverable. Dur-315

ing the course of measurements, the platform has
recorded a few 5000 ms samples, resulting either
from RTTs over 5000 ms or failures to get any re-
sponse. Both are treated the same way due to the
five seconds timeout set. The fractions and their320

respective causes are presented in Tab. 3. The ob-
served improvement is caused both by improvement
on the CSP side as well as CLAudit engineering.

3.3.1. VP dimension example

The example in Fig. 3 shows a VP dimension325

of median tcp2ws measurements, conducted against
front-end webserver in California DC in 2013.

Latency observed by US VP looks very stable. It
experiences low jitter and only minor spikes. The
RTTs were roughly two times the optimal RTTs330

(according to Tab. 4). The more distant VPs
not surprisingly experience more severe fluctuations
and spikes. This measurement shows more or less
normal behavior with VPs from more distant lo-
cations and inferior network infrastructures expe-335

riencing negative effects. Here we can mostly ob-
serve local effects with a single suspicious increase
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Year 2013 2016
Fraction 6.97% (66 128 samples) 0.16% (1 143 samples)

Cause PlanetLab Other PlanetLab Other
Fraction 63.28% 36.72% 24.85% 75.15%

Back-end DC None California Dublin Singapore None California Dublin Singapore
Fraction of Other 35.60% 0.55% 0.27% 0.29% 35.26% 11.99% 12.69% 15.22%

Table 3: Fraction of 5000 ms samples in 2013 and 2016, together with a cause and respective fractions among front-end-only
measurements (in gray) and back-end measurements (involving a back-end DC).

simultaneously observed by US and Brazilian VP,
indicating a broader issue.

3.3.2. Protocol dimension example340

The example in Fig. 4 shows the protocol-layer
dimension - all the measurement types relevant to
a front-end server in California DC, as measured
during two days by the Czech VP in 2013.

Light’s RTT denotes the optimum (as discussed345

in § 4). tracert RTTs are slightly shorter than
tcp2ws and http2ws, because the packets did not
traverse inside the DC to the ultimate front-end
server. tcp2ws and http2ws behave almost identi-
cally, except for occasional spikes in HTTP. overall350

validates a sum of involved RTTs. Specifically, a
single round trip of TCP followed by a single round
trip of HTTP together with a processing delay add
up to the overall user-perceived latency.

3.4. Data publishing355

The CTU in Prague hosts a web page for near-
real-time data publishing and archivation. The
data are available to the research community as
well as general public under ODC-By license. The
project website is http://claudit.feld.cvut.cz360
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Figure 3: VP dimension example (2013). A single week’s
tcp2ws data time series, as recorded by VPs (Brazil, USA
and Japan) TCP-handshaking with California front-end. A
normal Cloud network behavior is observed.

4. Insights into measurements

This section presents insights derived from the
datasets. Included are mean latency per kilometer
metric, availability, latency tails and multimodal-
ity observations together with possible trends over365

time. All these are subject to the fundamental
Speed of Light Barrier.

Speed of Light Barrier

With evolving technologies clearly improving
queuing, processing and transmission latency [71],370

understanding the propagation latency becomes
ever more important. The propagation latency
is, above all, dictated by the speed of light and
becomes more significant with an increasing dis-
tance. Tab. 4 shows distances between VP and375

DC sites, calculated using the Great-circle distance
- the shortest distance between two points on the
WGS84 ellipsoid calculated using geod library, mea-
sured along the surface and ignoring differences in
elevation [72]. Note that the distances are approx-380

imate as CSPs often do not disclose an exact loca-
tion of the DC. Also note that, for various reasons,
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Figure 4: Protocol dimension example (2013). Roughly two
days of data from various protocol layers of front-end server
in California, as recorded by Czech VP. The constant pre-
calculated light’s RTT denotes the optimal RTT.
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Distance & Light RTT Data Center
California Ireland

dist[km] rtt[ms] dist[km] rtt[ms]

V
a
n
ta

g
e

P
o
in

t Melbourne 12644 127.81 17214 174.00
Belo Horizonte 10404 105.16 8869 89.65

Prague 9395 94.96 1470 14.86
Osaka 8662 87.56 9579 96.82

Hiroshima 8844 89.40 9498 96.01
Seattle 1094 11.06 7300 73.79
Atlanta 3440 34.77 6322 63.91

Table 4: Distance & Light RTT. VP to DC distances [km]
and RTTs [ms] a real-environment light achieves.

the actual data path is likely different from the path
suggested by the Great-circle distance. Tab. 4 also
shows the optimal round trip latency, achieved by385

a signal at a ∼66% speed of light in vacuum (e.g.
light in fiber). We use this approximation as a lower
bound according to the current understanding of
the laws of physics.

4.1. Mean latency per kilometer390

Tab. 5 summarizes the datasets using 50th per-
centile, chosen for its robustness. To help assess
the Cloud connectivity latency on a data path in a
particular region of the world, we define a univer-
sal metric called mean latency per kilometer, which395

is an amount of latency accumulated by packet’s
propagation over one kilometer distance and as such
gives an idea about Cloud path performance in a
given region. The more VPs in the DC region, the
greater the accuracy. The real-environment light’s400

mean latency per kilometer is ∼5.05 microseconds.
Using that as a reference, in Tab. 5 we also listed
the actual mean latencies per kilometer from which
the distance from optimum can be easily seen. The
best achieved latency was a little over the light’s,405

observed on the path between Australia and Bay
Area. The likely explanations include, first, both
sites being situated on an opposite coast of ocean
where the data path encounters less hops and, sec-
ond, the underseas cable approximating the Great-410

circle distance well [73]. The worst mean laten-
cies (over three times the light’s) were observed on
the intercontinental paths, where the data paths
include many hops and, because of reasons like ter-
rain and borders, are rarely conducted along the415

path suggested by the Great circle.

Mean latency per kilometer has mostly decreased
between 2013 and 2016, resulting in a faster user-
to-DC connection. Locating the improved net-
work segments is difficult and would likely require a420

new set of measurements within partitioned paths.

Hence, we can only speculate whom the bits of im-
provement should be attributed to, be it the CSP,
the ISP or the PlanetLab. A consistent decrease
in mean minimum latency, observed by all-but-425

Brazilian VPs at all protocol layers, indicates an
improvement in a Cloud connection in general. In
the case of Brazilian VP, a >20ms increase was de-
tected at all front-ends at all protocol layers. This
multidimensional observation indicates a degrada-430

tion somewhere between the Belo Horizonte access
connection and Microsoft’s South American con-
nection in between 2013 and 2016.

Since Azure DCs are known not to let ICMP
packets in, these only reach the DC edge. This al-435

lows us to dissect the latency improvements made
inside from those made outside. By subtract-
ing mean ICMP latency improvements from mean
TCP/HTTP latency improvements and comparing
the results we observed a decrease in both the440

HTTP and the TCP latency across all DCs, im-
plying a better responsiveness of the web. Improve-
ments in both the DC connectivity and the protocol
latencies indicate that Microsoft is paying attention
to the latency and is evolving its Cloud Computing445

infrastructure with the latency in mind.

4.2. Latency tail

Cloud-like large-scale infrastructures can ignore
neither tail latency nor latency variability. The
analysis revealed the presence of both “troublemak-450

ers” in 2013 and 2016, too. The exact sources of the
latency variability are hard to identify, whereas gen-
eral sources of tail latency include network sources
like congestion and application sources like power
saving optimizations. We only attribute to the CSP455

the ones that were observed from multiple VPs,
even though it is certainly possible for the CSP to
influence a good deal of latency tail and variability
introduced outside DCs (e.g. by improving exterior
routing and peering at strategic Internet exchange460

points).
A summary of TCP CDFs is presented in Fig. 5

(TCP has become the dominant traffic type for
Cloud applications). Tails tend to show up at vari-
ous percentiles and sometimes add tens of millisec-465

onds to about tenth of the traffic, which is beyond
tolerance for certain classes of the applications.

Australia and New Zealand VPs observed a lot of
variability by having minimum and median latency
apart for the most part (Fig. 6). At Brazil and470

Japan VPs, variability is observed through irregular
CDF shapes.
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Summarized RTT Data Center
median rtt [ms] (mean latency per km [µs])

California Ireland
min13 min16 med13 med16 min13 min16 med13 med16

V
a
n
ta

g
e

P
o
in

t

Melbourne
HTTP 174 (6.88) 163 (6.45) 176 (6.96) 164 (6.49) 311 (9.03) 296 (8.60) 313 (9.09) 297 (8.63)
TCP 171 (6.76) 161 (6.37) 172 (6.80) 162 (6.41) 308 (8.95) 295 (8.57) 309 (8.98) 296 (8.60)
ICMP 169 (6.68) 160 (6.33) 169 (6.68) 161 (6.37) - 294 (8.54) - 294 (8.54)

Belo Horizonte
HTTP 183 (8.79) 207 (9.95) 185 (8.89) 209 (10.04) 231 (13.02) 256 (14.43) 233 (13.14) 257 (14.49)
TCP 180 (8.65) 205 (9.85) 181 (8.70) 207 (9.95) 228 (12.85) 254 (14.32) 229 (12.91) 255 (14.38)
ICMP 178 (8.55) 204 (9.80) 179 (8.60) 206 (9.90) 227 (12.80) 254 (14.32) - 255 (14.38)

Prague
HTTP 166 (8.83) 163 (8.67) 169 (8.99) 164 (8.73) 40 (13.61) 37 (12.59) 42 (14.29) 37 (12.59)
TCP 163 (8.67) 159 (8.46) 168 (8.94) 161 (8.57) 38 (12.93) 34 (11.56) 42 (14.29) 34 (11.56)
ICMP 160 (8.52) 158 (8.41) 160 (8.52) 159 (8.46) 34 (11.56) 33 (11.22) - 34 (11.56)

Osaka (2013)
Hiroshima (2016)

HTTP 140 (8.08) 135 (7.63) 145 (8.37) 136 (7.69) 278 (14.51) 252 (13.27) 329 (17.17) 266 (14.00)
TCP 136 (7.85) 132 (7.46) 137 (7.91) 132 (7.46) 272 (14.20) 249 (13.11) 274 (14.30) 262 (13.79)
ICMP 133 (7.68) 132 (7.46) 134 (7.73) 133 (7.52) - 270 (14.21) - 271 (14.27)

Seattle (2013)
Atlanta (2016)

HTTP 24 (10.97) 54 (7.85) 28 (12.80) 54 (7.85) 160 (10.96) 99 (7.83) 228 (15.62) 99 (7.83)
TCP 21 (9.60) 51 (7.41) 23 (10.51) 51 (7.41) 155 (10.62) 97 (7.67) 157 (10.75) 97 (7.67)
ICMP 18 (8.23) 50 (7.27) 18 (8.23) 50 (7.27) 152 (10.41) 95 (7.51) - 96 (7.59)

Table 5: Summarized RTTs. Cell rows correspond to the HTTP, TCP and ICMP (going from top). Cell columns correspond
to the median of 2013 minima, median of 2016 minima, median of 2013 medians and median of 2016 medians, respectively.
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(b) Minimum - Dublin
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(c) Median - California
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(d) Median - Dublin

Figure 5: CDFs of minimum and median TCP RTTs as measured between each (VP, DC) pair. Discrepancies, bimodality,
tail, minor effects and differences between the related supposedly-identical curves can be observed. Note that US and Japanese
VPs were relocated between years due to Planetlab instabilities.
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4.3. Multimodal distribution

A common reason for discrepancies and signifi-
cant jumps in CDFs (Fig. 5) is a multimodal distri-475

bution of latency, which negatively affects applica-
tions. Analysis of the datasets identified three situ-
ations when bimodal distribution occurs - a persis-
tent increase of latency (VP-to-front-end measure-
ments), periodic effect (front-end-to-back-end mea-480

surements) and minimum-median discrepancy (VP-
to-frontend measurements). The first two anoma-
lies are described in [1].

An example of the third is presented in Fig. 6.
Both the primary and secondary VPs (hosted in485

Melbourne) as well as the backup VP (hosted in
Auckland) observed bimodal latency at all proto-
col layers when measuring Dublin DC services. As
this concerns minimum and median measurements
combined, it can be viewed as a bimodal mixture490

of two distributions, each having a different mode.
The problem is likely on the path(s) from Aus-
tralia and New Zealand to Dublin DC, as no other
VPs observed such effect. Also, the Australia/New
Zealand path to California DC did not display any495

similar problem. Among possible causes is taking
alternative paths of different speed, but it is impor-
tant to note that in general there is no correlation
of hopcount to distance and latency [16], which is
confirmed by our ICMP data.500

4.4. Availability

DC availability and its change over time are other
important metrics. Given our measurement setup,
we consider an individual measurement successful
should any of the 5 probes within a single batch505

succeed. The success rate than denotes the avail-
ability. We only use back-end data for availability
analysis as front-end data are heavily influenced by
PlanetLab instabilities.

The results are listed in Tab. 6. Observed are510

availability improvements across all measured back-
ends, the current availability tops 99.9% mark at
individual DCs as well as TCP protocol layer.

Type 2013 2016 Back-end 2013 2016

tcp2db 99.37% 99.96%
California 99.74% 99.94%

Dublin 99.88% 99.95%
Singapore 99.85% 99.94%

Table 6: Availability of Azure back-end – per measurement
type and per DC.
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Figure 6: Example of a bimodal latency distribution. Mini-
mum and median HTTP RTTs apart for the most part, as
observed from Australia and New Zealand VPs when mea-
suring Dublin DC. Bimodality was observed at all protocol
layers.

4.5. Summary

Our end-to-end year-to-year Azure measurement515

insights can be summarized into the following:

• Cloud Computing service latency varies up to
over three times the optimum;

• Circumstantial evidence of a substantial Cloud
Computing latency decrease exists;520

• TCP/IP protocol interbehavior is less coherent
in the Cloud environment;

• Tail latency, latency variability and latency
multimodality are still present on the end-to-
end paths and partly explain why Cloud is not525

a predictable platform for all applications yet;

• Azure back-ends display a good availability
over time, both protocol-wise and DC-wise.

5. Post-processing definition

This section describes the post-processing of la-530

tency measurements, i.e. detection and interpreta-
tion of suspicious events (Fig. 7). The process is a
variation of unsupervised machine learning, where
we possess no ground-truth data about DC or net-
work events, but search for indications and in the535

interpretation phase use the time series’ multidi-
mensionality to estimate event causes.
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Figure 7: Post-processing algorithm. An overview of detec-
tion and interpretation phases that transform latency mea-
surements into interpreted events.

5.1. Detection

We detect occurrences of suspicious events within
the latency measurement time-series X = {xi}. As540

suspicious events have various characteristics [1],
we use a Service Unavailability check, followed by
three different metrics, all operating over a non-
overlapping sliding window W = {wj} (we have
shown in [2] that an overlap in the sliding win-545

dow does not bring any benefit). Each window
of size S contains a subsequence of latency mea-
surement samples xi . When referring to the k-
th element of j-th window we use the notation
wj(k), k ∈ {1, 2, ..., S}. Metric values are compared550

to empirically determined thresholds. Metrics pro-
file normal behavior and mark rest as suspicious us-
ing various formulas from the domain of descriptive
statistics: latency threshold, coefficient of variation
and histogram (see Fig. 8). Boolean outputs from555

metric calculations Y = {yj} may be combined into
the resulting logical output R = {rj}. Metrics are
discussed briefly in the following subsections, for
additional explanation see our previous work [2].

5.1.1. Service Unavailability560

We define measurement timeout MT as 5000 ms.
We mark a window as suspicious if at least εNAT
(Not Available Threshold) of its samples are miss-
ing:

yj ⇐⇒ ((count(xi > MT ) in wj) > εNAT ). (1)565

We do not include these windows in the (subse-
quent) metrics computation.

5.1.2. MLT (Maximum Latency Threshold) Metric

The main intuition is that under steady-state
conditions defined by the technical and physical570

specifications of the path between the VP and the
DC server, the measured latency should reside close
to its minimum value xmin. However, due to the

generally unstable environment, a fraction of mea-
surements might exceed xmin ∗ εMLT (where εMLT575

is an input constant coefficient). Hence, we use two
conditions to detect suspicious events: First, a con-
dition to mark xi as suspicious:

x′i ⇐⇒ ( xi > xmin ∗ εMLT ), (2)

resulting in boolean representation of X, denoted580

X ′ = {x′i}, and windows W ′ = {w′
j}. Second, a

condition that marks the window w′
j as suspicious

if a fraction of suspicious values (i.e. x′i == 1) is
greater than fixed threshold N ∈ {0, 1, ..., S − 1}:

yj ⇐⇒ (

S∑
k=1

w′
j(k) > N ). (3)585

As minimum latency evolves over time, the xmin
value should be adjusted accordingly. Auxiliary
mechanisms should be implemented so that the al-
gorithm can continuously detect suspicious events,
e.g. an aging function, periodically resetting the590

xmin value. Considering the time span of our
datasets, we did not implement such a mechanism.
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Figure 8: Example of the MLT, CV and HIST metrics com-
puted over a latency measurements sample subset.
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5.1.3. CV (Coefficient of Variation) Metric

The premise here is that an increased coeffi-
cient of variation over the measurements window595

cv(wj) =
σ(wj)
E(wj) indicates instability. The tolerable

extent is given by a (constant) threshold εCV :

yj ⇐⇒ ( cv(wj) > εCV ). (4)

5.1.4. HIST (Histogram) Metric

We assume that measurements over a short time600

exhibit DC-specific characteristics, unless condi-
tions change, which indicates a suspicious event.
Histograms of W are searched for deviations from
historic measurements (Htrain). The histograms
have a constant number of elements B = 10. A605

demarcation range sets the value of histogram edge
elements. We use a range set by low and high per-
centiles computed from an initial training set of
measurements. We emphasize the more recent
measurements using a low-pass filter, where we sum610

up the historic histogram Htrain, weighed by the
parameter α, with the most recent non-suspicious
measurements Htest, weighed by (1−α), α ∈ (0, 1).
The outcome is then compared to the current Htest

using root mean square error (RMSE). A (con-615

stant) threshold εHIST then decides whether to
mark a window suspicious:

yj ⇐⇒ (RMSE(Htrain, Htest) > εHIST ).(5)

5.2. Interpretation

Given the blackbox nature of the CLAudit mea-620

surements, we can only make educated estimates
as to the interpretation of the measured data and
of the detected events. However, by exploiting
data multidimensionality, we are able to confi-
dently identify and separate various causes of la-625

tency events, such as a network failure or a DC
issue. In the following, we list these events to-
gether with the expected footprint in the multi-
dimensional detection array, as determined by the
detection metrics computation. The process of re-630

sults interpretation consists of creation of a Mea-
surement snapshot of all measurements in a given
window, followed by its comparison to an Interpre-
tation database.

5.2.1. Measurements snapshot635

Detection metrics outputs are combined in 2D
arrays called snapshots, which also contain infor-
mation about the measurement type, time stamp,

(a) Interpretation Tree

(b) Impact Tree

Figure 9: Interpretation diagram. a) Interpretation Tree for
the case of a suspicious event detected by a pair of VPs
in a single location; b) Impact Tree for the classification of
impact scope of the detected likely root cause.

VP and back-end location. Each snapshot corre-
sponds to a single wj in the latency measurements640

of a single front-end server. Outputs from the met-
rics are then combined into the resulting output
R = {rj}, which is then compared to the Interpre-
tation database.

5.2.2. Interpretation and Likely Root Cause645

Interpretation Database (Tab. 7) is a multidimen-
sional array, consisting of interpretable suspicious
event series and their likely root causes constructed
from an Interpretation Tree (Fig. 9a). Interpretable
suspicious events are denoted as triggering and the650

suspicious events used for their interpretation as un-
derlying. Likely root causes include weak positives,
i.e. suspicious events not supported by the corre-
sponding OSI layer hierarchy measurement detec-
tions (e.g. a tcp2ws event is detected but the “up-655

per” http2ws is not).
In the following we use notation from Tab. 2.

We created an Interpretation Tree, which inter-
prets suspicious events into likely root causes using
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triggering
event

local VP VPs DC DB
underlying events impact scope

likely root cause
overall http2ws tcp2db tcp2ws tracert

non-DB DB
VP DC DB

overall(null)

1 1 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a local local local false positive or VP failure
both 1 1 n/a n/a N n/a Y N local local local front-end TCP handshake
both 1 1 n/a n/a Y n/a Y Y local local local path/routing
both 1 1 n/a n/a Y n/a Y N local local local data connection
both 1 1 n/a n/a Y n/a N N local local local HTTP service
both 1 1 n/a n/a Y/N n/a N Y local local local weak positive
both 3 1 n/a n/a Y/N n/a Y/N Y/N regional local local ...

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.
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.

overall(db)

1 1 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a local local local false positive or VP failure
both 1 1 1 N N Y N N local local local back-end TCP handshake

both 1 1 1 Y/N Y/N Y Y/N Y/N local local local
same as overall(null) +

back-end TCP handshake
both 1 1 n/a Y/N Y/N N Y/N Y/N local local local same as overall(null)
both 3 1 1 Y/N Y/N Y/N Y/N Y/N regional local local ...

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.
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.

..
.

..
.

..
.
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.
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.
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.
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.
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.

http2ws

1 1 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a local local local false positive or VP failure
both 1 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a N N local local local HTTP service
both 1 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a Y Y local local local path/routing
both 1 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a Y N local local local data connection
both 1 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a N Y local local local weak positive
both 3 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a Y/N Y/N regional local local ...

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.
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.

..
.

..
.
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.
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.
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.
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.
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.

Table 7: Interpretation Database. Part of the database with entries classified as having local impact (as denoted by a blue line
in the Impact Tree in Fig. 9). Identical rows follow that classify entries as having regional or global impact.

a top-to-bottom OSI model approach by designa-660

tion of triggering events: {http2ws, overall(null),
overall(db)}, and analysis of dependencies of de-
tected events in underlying protocols: {tracert,
tcp2ws, tcp2db, http2ws)}, where {http2ws, over-
all(null)} can be either triggering or underlying for665

{overall(null), overall(db)}.
Fig. 9a) shows the simplified Interpretation Tree

for the case of a Suspicious Event detection from
a single VP. The primary VP’s detection is vali-
dated by the secondary VP’s measurements. The670

multidimensionality of the Interpretation database
provides the ability to point out the affected area
in cases where multiple VPs detect suspicious front-
end or back-end event and Impact Scope in Tab. 7
changes to regional (multiple adjacent VPs) or675

global (all VPs), according to Fig. 9b).

likely root cause description
path/routing issue affecting all measured OSI layers

data connection
issue affecting TCP/IP traffic between
VP and front-end server

HTTP service HTTP service issue
front-end TCP
handshake

TCP handshake issue between front-end
server and VP

back-end TCP
handshake

TCP handshake issue between front-end
and back-end server

weak positive
event not supported by corresponding
OSI layer hierarchy
measurement detections

false positive discrepancy in VP pair detection

VP failure
measurement failure on one of the
VPs from VP pair

Table 8: Likely root cause description.

Description of the likely root causes created from
an Interpretation Tree (Fig. 9a) and measurement
descriptions (Tab. 2) can be found in Tab. 8.

5.2.3. Examples680

Figs. 10 and 11 show different examples of event
interpretation. Fig. 10 shows suspicious event de-
tection in multiple measurement types (protocol
layers), indicating a local issue - local impact, an in-
stance of the http2ws - data connection issue event685

from the interpretation database in Fig. 9a). In
contrast, Fig. 11 shows a suspicious event detection
using multiple geographically dispersed VPs - global
impact, indicating a DC issue - HTTP service root
cause (see Fig. 9b). The examples show how in-690

terpretation of a triggering event is spread across
different dimensions, where we investigate the af-
fected location and the underlying events.

6. Measurement post-processing evaluation

Evaluation consists of Detection, where we ana-695

lyze characteristics of our findings, and Interpreta-
tion, where we analyze relations among the results
from all the measurement types. The parameter
optimization process was described in our previous
work [2], added here is the Service Unavailability700

check.
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Figure 10: Example of an isolated (local impact scope) suspi-
cious event. a) tcp2ws and b) http2ws from all VPs targeting
the same front-end server; c) tcp2ws and http2ws from the
Australian VP marked as suspicious; d) tcp2ws: metrics and
(the combined result) R; e) http2ws: metrics and R.

6.1. Data processing setup

The initial 20% of measurements were only used
for initial adjustment of the metric parameters, i.e.
the selection of xmin and creation of a representa-705

tive Htrain and demarcation range. We chose 20%,
as our experiments have shown that the metric pa-
rameters stabilize at around 10% and we are left
with enough representative data for the interpre-
tation. Due to lower occurrence of missing sam-710

ples, we process the minimum latency values only.
Dataset size information can be found in Tab. 9.
Compared to our previous work [2] we improved
the synchronization by timestamping packets. We
use one VP from each location in our analysis and715

interpretation. Compared to our previous work we
use R ≥ 1 - i.e detection made by one metric is suf-
ficient to mark a window as suspicious, and we show
that a larger number of detected suspicious events
can be filtered via an improved data interpretation.720

dataset statistics 2013 2016
days 26 26
measurements 76 76
samples 948,480 711,360
windows, total 94,848 71,136
windows, no missing sample 80.5% 99.4%
windows, 1-4 missing samples 14.7% 0.6%
windows, 5-10 missing samples 4.8% 0.1%
windows, training only (20%) 19,000 14,212
windows, evaluated 75,848 56,924

Table 9: Dataset statistics.
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Figure 11: Example of a concurrent suspicious event. a)
http2ws from all VPs targeting the same front-end server
and back-end server combination, b) combined results R ≥ 1
of the metric detections for each VP (green line indicates a
window not marked as suspicious as no metric marked it).

6.2. Detection

In this subsection we justify parameter setting
of Service Unavailability and analyze and compare
statistical results of the detected suspicious events.

A Service Unavailability check was added to the725

algorithm to address the missing samples. In Tab. 9
we show the difference between missing samples in
windows in both datasets, where εNAT ∈ 〈0, 10〉,
MT = 5000ms.

In the computation of the MLT metric we use730

a condition, that a minimum of 5 samples in each
window must be larger than the threshold in order
to mark the window suspicious. As missing sam-
ples have the highest latency, the εNAT value of the
Service Unavailability check must be set to 5, oth-735

erwise outcome of the metrics computation would
be biased.

6.2.1. Suspicious event analysis

Metrics relevance. We verify and compare
whether each metric justifies its own existence, i.e.740

individually marks distinct windows. In Fig. 12a)c)
we observe a decrease in windows marked by Ser-
vice Unavailability over the years and a significant
decrease in windows marked as suspicious. A sig-
nificant fraction of windows marked as suspicious745

in 2013 was caused by condition marking a window
as suspicious if at least one metric marks it. This
loose condition allows us to analyze a broader range
of suspicious events and filter only those that con-
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metric hit rate
http2ws overall(null) overall(db) tcp2ws tracert tcp2db

2013 2016 2013 2016 2013 2016 2013 2016 2013 2016 2013 2016
MLT 1.6% 0% 0.1% 0% 48.9% 0.2% 4.2% 0% 0% 0% 45.1% 99.8%
CV 13.2% 1.8% 11.7% 2.5% 45.4% 36.1% 4.8% 1.8% 13.6% 3.4% 11.3% 54%

HIST 5.3% 12.5% 6.1% 8.4% 9.1% 5% 7.7% 37.9% 16.0% 33.6% 55.7% 3%
≥ 1 METRIC 10.1% 6.2% 9.3% 4.9% 37.9% 22.5% 5.7% 16.7% 12.9% 15.8% 24.0% 34%
SERVICE

UNAVAILABILITY
0.2% 15.6% 0.2% 15.6% 1.2% 43.8% 0.5% 12.5% 95% 12.5% 3% 0%

COMBINED 9.3% 6% 8.6% 5% 34.9% 22.7% 5.3% 17% 19.6% 16% 22.3% 33.7%

Table 10: Metric hit rate per measurement type. Table shows fractions of detected measurement types per metric

form to the interpretation rules in later stage of De-750

tection and Interpretation. Fractions of individual
metric detections among the years in Fig. 12b)d)
remain comparable. In Tab. 10 we see that in 2016
MLT and CV metrics have the highest marking
rate in back-end measurements overall(db), tcp2db755

whereas HIST metric has the highest rate in DC

(a) 2013 :
all windows
#windows=75,848

(b) 2013 :
suspicious windows
#windows=21,188

(c) 2016 :
all windows
#windows=56,924

(d) 2016 :
suspicious windows
#windows=3,618

Figure 12: Suspicious event numbers.all windows show frac-
tions of windows marked as suspicious by at least one metric,
unsuspicious windows and unavailable windows with missing
≥ 5 samples due to unavailable measurement or unavailable
service - i.e. no response from CSP. Suspicioius windows
show detailed view of windows marked as suspicious.

measurements http2ws, tcp2ws, tracert. In 2013 all
metrics have the highest ratios in back-end mea-
surements. Susceptibility of the metrics to miss-
ing samples, given their definition, goes from high-760

est (MLT, which compares to minimum) to lowest
(HIST, which compares to historic histograms). In
2016 missing samples only had little affect on over-
all dataset, whereas in 2013 the tracert measure-
ments were affected due to the different measure-765

ment approach from 2016. In 2013 the back-end
measurements - i.e tcp2db, had a long-term char-
acter with alteration of their mean latency which
resulted in same marked windows by HIST and
MLT metrics. Diversity of measurement type ratios770

among metrics justifies their existence by marking
partly distinct set of suspicious events.

Persistence of detected suspicious events was
measured per each measurement type (Fig. 13). We
search for events that are a deviation from nor-775

mal behavior. Most of the detected events have a
short-term character, i.e. duration ≤ 30minutes =
1∗wi, except back-end measurements. Long-lasting
continuous suspicious events, i.e. duration ≥
300minutes = 10∗wi in 2013 (400 minutes in 2016),780

are an undesired algorithm feature, but with minor
occurrence in combined results, . Results in Fig. 13
complement the comparison of measurement type
distributions in Metric hit rate (Tab. 10). Differ-
ences in persistence (Figs. 13d–f) show that the785

metrics differ in their susceptibility to continuously
mark latency deviations as suspicious events from
their inception. The metrics differ not only in sus-
ceptibility to mark a window as suspicious based
on the statistical nature of the measurements but790

also in disposition to detect continuous suspicious
events. We also observe complementary informa-
tion to previously-mentioned cause of Service Un-
availability in 2013. In Figs. 13f) we see that, as ex-
pected, the HIST metric is by definition more sus-795

ceptible to continuous detection of suspicious events
than other metrics.
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2013 2016

Figure 13: Persistence of suspicious events. Histogram of consequent event windows. Events spanning more than ten windows
are grouped in last part of histogram (≥ 10). Maximum per each measurement type can be found in color legend.

Concurrent detections from geographically dis-
persed VPs. Fig. 14 shows histograms associating
the number of geographically dispersed VPs detect-800

ing a suspicious event within the same time window
and the measurement type. We distinguished com-
binations of multiple back-ends for overall(db).

Most of the metric-detected suspicious events in
both years are detected at a single VP (indicating805

a local, regional or a network issue) whereas Ser-
vice Unavailability suspicious events are detected at
multiple concurrent VPs, indicating a DC (2013) or
back-end (2016) issue. This implies that the pro-
posed geographically-dispersed detection approach810

is feasible and allows to point out the location of
the issue and affected protocols or to create perfor-
mance statistics of Cloud services per VP location.

The differences in Fig. 14 show that each metric
is prone to a large number of concurrent detections815

across different types of measurements. The MLT
metric detects a large amount of events in back-
end measurements - overall(db), tcp2db, which is

supported by high multitude of higher-persistence
values 3-5 in Fig. 13d) compared to other measure-820

ments. The CV metric detects variations in time
windows and is more effective in detecting concur-
rent events in measurements prone to variability -
http2ws, but is susceptible to intermittent course
of event detection, which can be seen in large mul-825

titude of small persistence values 1-2 in Fig. 13e),
but it is able to detect concurrent events from VPs
regardless of measurement type or behavior (see
Fig. 14). The HIST metric takes a different ap-
proach from MLT and CV. This results in a dissim-830

ilar persistence of events (Fig. 13f) and a collocation
of values in Fig. 14 compared to other metrics. The
Service Unavailability check shows a large number
of concurrent detections from multiple VPs in trac-
ert in 2013 (Fig. 14), other measurements contain835

windows marked by Service Unavailability mainly
from a single VP. By combining results of the dif-
ferent metrics we would lose information about spe-
cific detections made by each of them, therefore we
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2013 2016

Figure 14: Concurrent detections from geographically-
dispersed VPs in the same time window. Measurement-type
axis has separate overall(db) measurement types to distin-
guish between single detection from clients on a same back-
end server and combination of multiple back-end servers.
tcp2db is not included as it is not measured from each VP.

would rather collect all detections from all metrics840

and filter out the weak positives.

6.3. Interpretation

In this section we present interpretation results
for triggering events: http2ws, overall(null), over-
all(db). Overall, the statistics improved signif-845

icantly, as indicated among others by the lower
number of concurrent detections from multiple VPs

(Tab. 12). The combined statistics in Tab. 11 sum-
marize performance of DCs in both years. In 2016,
we observe a significant decrease in the number of850

detected events. Considering the absolute values
in Tab. 11, we observed a significant decrease in
regional weak positives and in interpretable events
over the years. The methodology of weak-positive
filtering gives us the ability to utilize divergency of855

metric-detected events by prioritizing those events
for analysis that contain sufficient amount of infor-
mation to be interpreted. A strict following of the
methodology affects categorized likely root causes
with regional and global impact scope, as when one860

measurement from one VP does not adhere to the
methodology, the event is marked as weak positive.
Especially given the much lower number of global
issues detected in 2016 we conclude that the overall
DC performance has improved over the years.865

We interpret results from Tab. 11 as follows:
1. Stability of database measurements improved

significantly in 2016, as incidence of the ’back-end
TCP handshake’ event decreased to near zero val-
ues across all impact scopes. This also affected all870

other likely root causes triggered by the overall(db)
event: {path/routing, data connection, HTTP ser-
vice, back-end TCP handshake}, resulting in de-
crease of their incidence.

2. The increased incidence of the path/routing875

likely root cause with local impact scope suggests an
increased instability in Internet connectivity. This
is an issue which should be addressed in cooperation
with local ISPs.

3. Overall, the weak positive statistics improved880

between 2013 and 2016, except for a slight increase
in weak positives with local impact. This suggests
that while the Cloud infrastructure improves, our
VP technology, PlanetLab, and its networking, re-
main as unreliable as ever.885

4. On likely root causes including the back-end
TCP handshake we observe that in cases of com-
plex communication, back-end server issues occur
concurrently across all the interpreted likely root
causes: {path/routing, data connection, HTTP ser-890

vice} except for the front-end TCP handshake.
5. We observe a slight increase in incidence of

the data connection likely root cause with local im-
pact. We interpret this as an issue with TCP traffic
prioritization at a particular VP.895

6. A significant decrease in incidence of HTTP
root cause across all impact scopes shows that avail-
ability and stability of user-facing protocols on the
measured front-end servers has improved.
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likely root cause 2013 2016

likely root cause
back-end

TCP
handshake

impact
scope

out of
suspicious
snapshots

out of
all

snapshots

out of
suspicious
snapshots

out of
all

snapshots
path/routing N local 3.3% 2.2% 18.3% 2.6%
path/routing N regional 1.5% 1.0% 0.0% 0.0%
path/routing N global 0.2% 0.2% 0.4% 0.1%
data connection N local 0.7% 0.5% 8.8% 1.3%
HTTP service N local 6.7% 4.5% 0.9% 0.1%
HTTP service N regional 2.5% 1.7% 0.0% 0.0%
path/routing Y local 1.0% 0.7% 1.3% 0.2%
path/routing Y regional 0.4% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0%
path/routing Y global 0.2% 0.1% 0.6% 0.1%
data connection Y local 0.1% 0.1% 0.6% 0.1%
HTTP service Y local 1.2% 0.8% 0.0% 0.0%
HTTP service Y regional 0.2% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%
back-end TCP

handshake
N/A local 21.0% 13.9% 3.1% 0.4%

back-end TCP
handshake

N/A regional 27.0% 17.9% 0.2% 0.0%

back-end TCP
handshake

N/A global 4.1% 2.7% 0.7% 0.1%

weak positive Y/N local 11.7% 7.8% 58.9% 8.4%
weak positive Y/N regional 16.9% 11.2% 5.3% 0.8%
weak positive Y/N global 1.2% 0.8% 0.7% 0.1%
sum 66.5% 14.3%

Table 11: Likely root cause summary. Table shows likely root causes and corresponding scope of impact of measurement
snapshots interpreted according to triggering events - http2ws, overall(null), overall(db). In 2013 we interpreted 6,631 snapshots
out of 9,980 and in 2016 we interpreted 1,070 out of 7,490. Description of the likely root causes can be found in Tab. 8

# Vantage Points 2013 2016
1 45.8% 92.0%
2 32.1% 4.4%
3 16.4% 1.3%
4 3.8% 0.7%
5 1.9% 1.6%

Table 12: Impact scope of interpreted suspicious events. Ta-
ble shows fractions of concurrent VP detections of triggering
events. In other words, how many VPs detect an event at
the same time. In 2013 we interpreted 6,631 snapshots out
of 9,980 and in 2016 we interpreted 1,070 out of 7,490

7. Conclusions and Future Work900

This work presents multidimensional latency
monitoring of a Cloud service. By operating on
a large-scale dataset collected by our measurement
platform, it demonstrates merits and limitations of
multidimensional evaluation. Results include in-905

sights into Windows Azure Cloud-service latency
and its possible trends over three years. Impor-
tantly, the evaluation provides circumstantial ev-
idence of Cloud-service latency gradual improve-
ment, namely the decrease in regional and global910

suspicious events between 2013 and 2016, making
the Cloud more appealing to emerging environ-
ments like the Internet of Things.

The presented distributed measurements and in-
terpretation can be utilized for improvement of915

Cloud services. They may justify existence of of-

fload infrastructures such as Edge Computing or
Cloudlets, or be used to implement feedback con-
trol, allowing for real-time network reconfiguration,
computing and storage resource re-distribution,920

and consecutive control of latency. Suspicious
event detection may indicate network vulnerability,
cloud-service overload or a cybersecurity incident.
The multidimensional latency analysis may lead to
better geographic resource allocation on the side925

of Cloud-service users or tenants, even dynamically
re-adjusting in real time. As we also plan to add
other CSPs (i.e. a fourth dimension) to the mea-
surements, real-time CSP benchmarking of Cloud-
service latency can be deployed and again used for930

troubleshooting, comparison or optimal real-time
resource allocation among different CSPs on the
side of users or tenants.

The platform could be enhanced to greater pre-
cision by including many more Vantage Points or935

CSP deployments, however, careful consideration
would have to be given to scalability of both the
measurements and interpretation. Furthermore,
advanced data mining techniques may be utilized
to deepen the insights over the simple methods of940

descriptive statistics that have been used in this
work for the automated time-series analysis. Un-
supervised learning may be used to define normal
Cloud behavior and design the best technique for
detection of a variety of suspicious events, incor-945
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porating co-incidence between detected events by
multiple Vantage Points or on multiple layers.

Last but not least, all the measurements data
are freely available online to the research commu-
nity, for verification and experimentation. Both the950

archived and near-real-time data can be found at
http://claudit.feld.cvut.cz
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